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Almost 40 years at the easel have allowed Scott Christensen the time to 
continuously develop his skill set. His recent switch to executing plein air 

studies using gouache exemplifies the approach of a trailblazer who never 
rests in his pursuit of truth in composition.

—— —  BY JENN REIN  —— —

If layers of oil on canvas could serve to represent time in the manner 
of rings found in a tree, the slow, determined growth that is needed to 
reach artistic heights might be better understood. The intense dedication 
required to channel one’s best is not lost on landscape oil painter Scott 

Christensen. Living life at 6,200 feet in Idaho’s bucolic Teton Valley, the artist 
finds his will to seek out creative challenges rarely wanes.

Over the course of his 40-year career, Christensen’s impactful approach 
to landscape painting has earned accolades from collectors and museums 
alike. He nurtures a following as an instructor as well, his natural coaching  
ability playing a significant role in the creative lives of the students who 
invest in his on-site workshops. 

A healthy sense of curiosity surrounds this success, and it is Christensen’s sole 
responsibility to challenge his own 
creative strengths. He shuns the 
word “master” to describe his skill 
level and is not beholden to an 
end game that would permanently 
define his progress as an artist. 
He lives in a growth mindset, a 

“The process alone is worth the  
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mental state of constant learning that can only be 
sated through acts of study, trial, and error.

ARTFUL DISSECTION
“Understanding how to think artistically means 
seeing possibility in balance and connectivity and 
exploring that,” says Christensen. “How can you 
make it more interesting? How can you make it a 
never-ending puzzle of things to look at?” 

His reference to puzzling through a compo-
sition doesn’t necessarily mean starting with his 
own work. Even an artist with almost four dec-
ades of practice under his belt leans on examples 
of what has come before. Dissecting the approach 
of John Singer Sargent, for instance, compels 
Christensen to create a copy of Sargent’s 1908 
work The Moraine.

“When you’re dealing with something like that, 
you don’t know where to start,” he explains. “It’s 
outrageous. He’s got different shapes and scale, but 

that whole pile of rocks is his emphasis. I think 
that is the hardest thing to do — to take a bunch 
of stuff and put it in a painting and still make it 
read. But if you don’t see this broken down into 
a small space, you don’t understand what he was 
doing. Who would know where to start?”

In early 2019, Christensen’s inquisitive 
drive found him moving away from oil in favor 
of gouache for his plein air studies. This choice 
confounded his colleagues, most of whom insisted 
the execution would be too difficult to yield fruit-
ful results. Rising to the challenge, he continues to 
work en plein air with gouache, saying, “I think 
what I like about it is I’m not always trying to 
make paintings, but trying to refine the approach 
more. I’m trying to get my concept stronger, and 
gouache is more forgiving than oil when I layer it.”

This landscape painter has relied on a 
limited palette for years, inspired initially by 
Anders Zorn but breaking with those classic rules 
to accommodate his own truth. “I stayed away 
from black,” Christensen says. “I used a stronger, 
darker blue with ultramarine, because that gave 
me more range. If you have blue instead of black, 
you can go warmer and cooler, and change the 
temperature of everything. There’s flexibility 

Gouache Study
2020, gouache, 6 x 6 in.
Private collection
Plein air and studio

Gouache Study
2020, gouache, 10 x 14 in.

Private collection
Plein air and studio
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there, but still with limitations. There is strength 
within limitation. And the strength in that limi-
tation is really important.”

LET THE IDEA SPEAK
Having initiated the use of gouache in the desert 
Southwest of the United States, primarily  
in locations around Utah, Christensen also started 
choosing his palette based on subject. “Recently 
I’ve been spending more time deciding what my 
palette should be, as per the idea,” he explains. “I 
didn’t want to get too dark, so I started limiting 
my palette to cobalt blue, a Venetian red, a yellow 
ochre, and white. The cobalt blue is lighter than 
the ultramarine, so the only way I’m modifying a 
dark is with blue and red and yellow. That’s as dark 
as I can get, and that is the limitation.”

The color and value choices for his stud-
ies are based on what his subject presents to 
him, just as as the relationships in a scene need 

Gouache Study
2020, gouache, 8 x 8 in.

Private collection
Plein air and studio

Gouache Study
2021, gouache, 10 x 12 in.

Private collection
Plein air and studio

ESTABLISHING KEY
It may come as a surprise to some that an  
accomplished painter like Christensen has spent so 
much time studying the work of great illustrators, 
such as Walter Everett and Dean Cornwell. But 
Christensen’s dutiful attention to the importance of 
establishing key value in a composition has been 
largely inspired by artists in this genre. “The very 
key that I start with, I end with,” he explains.

His objective is to keep the value pattern 
strong in order to aid connectivity. The old paint-
erly adage that “value does all the work, color gets 
all the credit” rings deeply true with this artist.  
Addressing connectivity from the outset of the de-
sign plan means setting aside the notion that the 
only way to make impact is through use of color. 

Christensen says, “Once you establish that one 
value — that one note — everything has to play 
to that. If you are forced to paint down to the note 
you’ve established, your shadows get darker and 
you can’t see into them. I realized if I stayed in the 
middle values and temperatures, I could see the 
color shifts and manipulate the values. Then when I 
needed a dark accent, I could manipulate that later.”
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(ABOVE) Castle Rocks, 
2020, oil, 30 x 32 in., 
private collection, studio 
from plein air studies  •  
(LEFT) Gouache Study 
for Castle Rocks, 2020, 
gouache, 12 x 9 in., 
private collection, plein 
air and studio  •  (FAR 
LEFT) Gouache Study 
for Castle Rocks, 2020, 
gouache, 10 x 10 in., 
private collection, plein 
air and studio
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Gouache Study
2020, gouache, 14 x 7 in.
Private collection
Plein air and studio

Gouache Study
2020, gouache, 8 x 6 in.

Private collection
Plein air and studio

PRIORITIZING MASS
The equation of space and light, as presented on canvas, 
does not always result in an accurate solution. Christensen’s 
suggestion? Check your artistic math. Once again, he refers 
to the illustrators; he says, “You’re not necessarily looking at 
a figure, you’re looking at a design and the way the shapes 
have been managed within a mass, which makes it not about 
people as subject matter, but about abstraction instead. 
These illustrators put so much time into their initial design.”

This artist prioritizes space and placement first before 
drawing out the idea. He believes the importance of place-
ment is often lost, as is scale. “The placement does not need 
to replicate exactly what you’re looking at, but instead what 
you want to focus on,” he says. “I have to fully understand the 
scale, then the drawing evolves within that defined space. A 
drawing can be an accurate representation of the subject, 
but have very poor placement. Placement first, then finish the 
drawing.”

Christensen orchestrates the hierarchy of what he wants 
the viewer to see first, a test in accuracy for the artful equa-
tions that he continues to develop with slow precision.
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Gouache Study for Peak of Fall
2020, gouache, 9 x 12 in.

Private collection
Plein air and studio

Peak of Fall
2020, oil, 40 x 48 in.
Private collection
Studio from plein air studies

acknowledging. He aims to consistently see the 
needs of light and shadow in order to develop clear 
connectivity. 

A Christensen gouache study easily stands 
alone as a compelling work. Yet the artist main-
tains that this is a note-taking exercise. “My stud-
ies are not good organization. They are not good 
design to me. They answer questions like what I 
want from my shadow and what I want from my 
light. What I’m trying to determine is how one 
thing relates to another.”

His assessment reads as almost clinical, but 
any fan of the artist’s work sees the value of his ap-
proach. Excruciating attention to detail is applied 
with painstaking clarity in brushwork. A finished 
Christensen oil transports the viewer into the scene. 
The beautiful chaos of nature is presented as a 
whole, with a reverence for subject embedded in his 
treatment of light and shadow.

“You want me to see this and depict it in such 
a way that it’s going to elicit a guttural reaction,” 
says the artist. “But I have to take it apart first. 
Whatever I am seeking to achieve, I have to take 
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it apart first and understand what I am doing. 
Then I start putting it back together and decide 
where I want to go with it.”

TIES THAT BIND
Christensen’s Rocky Mountain West upbring-
ing sparked a passionate connection to the 
subject that shapes his vocation. Surrounded 
by raw wilderness in the Lander, Wyoming, 
region, he experienced the views of his child-
hood through the lens of hiking, the rough 
terrain populated with companions he still 
keeps close — rushing water, evergreens, trees, 
and cliff faces. 

It’s easy to imagine that the artist must do 
nothing but work on the easel outside, throw-
ing all of his energy into a study. Christensen 
is ready to clarify that perception. “There’s 
a difference in the way I treat a study in the 
outdoors,” he says. “I get all of my ideas from 
being outside. I love being in it. The back of 
my car is loaded so that I can paint and fish 
and shoot and eat dinner, if that’s what I want. 
That’s what it’s about for me.”

These pursuits don’t fall under the cat-
egory of hobbies, but instead reflect a way of 
life that serves to populate his visual catalogue. 

Each outing is an exercise in collecting the data 
that can be channeled into either a study or a 
larger work. To an artist who has spent so much 
time enjoying the gifts Mother Nature has to 
offer, this data collection works continuously 
on a subconscious level.

The manner in which he pays attention 
is evident when he speaks of the advancement 
of color, and his ability to “see through” to the 
next hue. After working for years within a strict 
limited palette, he explains, “I found if I wanted 
to stretch temperature, I could go from a red 
to an even cooler red before I got to blue. It’s a 
transition thing.” The ability to see with such 
depth comes largely from the artist’s immersion 
in his beloved subject.

SLOWING DOWN TO SEE
Even with his extensive experience, Christensen 
can offer no shortcuts for trying to fulfill 
individual intent as an artist. He can only speak 
to the time he has invested in his own practice, 
and how he has elected to spend that time. This 
is personal, and remains about what carries an 
artist through execution.

“You’ve got to stick with your intention,” 
he says. “Going outside to paint and finishing a 

work in plein air might be the full experience for 
some people. And there’s nothing wrong with 
that. But what is your intention? You’ve got to 
stick with that or it won’t work.” To serve his 
own intent, his note-taking ability in the field 
must work in conjunction with critical time 
spent in the studio.

For this painter of the outdoors, under-
standing what is required of his own discipline 
means recognizing the slow nature of the 
act. Christensen’s approach connects us to 
the past, to those painters who dared depict 
nature in her own glory, sans romantic flour-
ish. When stripped of unnecessary embellish-
ments, the truth sings without distraction. 

He offers that this is not achieved with-
out careful consideration. “The whole point is 
the thought that goes into it. That’s the thing 
that can go missing. You don’t show up and 
just start painting. I think what we’re losing 
as far as outdoor painting goes is the time 
invested in the original idea.”   

A writer based in Northern Colorado, JENN REIN 
(jennrein.com) travels the Rocky Mountain West in 
search of art and beauty.
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